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 I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview of the ERC Location 

The ERC Project, which is to be located in the Mostorod District in the Qalyoubia Governorate, 40 km outside Cairo, 
will be built within the existing Mostorod Petroleum Complex.  The most recent modification of the Project design 
locates all the Project’s operating process units and ancillary facilities in an area referred to as the “South Plots”, 
which is leased to ERC by several government owned companies, including the Cairo Refining Company (CORC). 
Three residential buildings housing twenty CORC employees and their families are currently located where ERC will 
build its facilities.  Additional land space, west of the Ismailia Canal, has been leased by ERC as a staging area for its 
EPC contractor where materials will be fabricated and equipment stored. 

1.2 Potential Resettlement Issues Identified 

At the start of the resettlement investigations process in May 2008, ERC identified three areas which had the 
potential to displace persons and/or livelihoods.  These were investigated in May, June, October, and November 
2008 by the SIA and Resettlement Teams for potential displacement within the context of an evolving Project 
description.  Additional Detailed Measurement Surveys (DMS) for the finalization of the Laydown Area Resettlement 
Assessment were then conducted in March-July 2009.  The resettlement investigation identified key issues and 
vulnerabilities, and outlined a strategy for ERC to mitigate any resettlement issues consistent with international 
standards such as the IFC Performance Standards.  Investigations indicated that ERC’s presence in the following 
areas could potentially displace persons and/or livelihoods. 

Figure 1:  ERC Plot Locations 

 

 

  1.2.1 North Plot:  No Resettlement 
After the 2008 impact investigations, ERC management took key decisions to alter the design/location of its facilities 
on the North Plot to avoid resettlement and minimize disruption to nearby communities.  Subsequent to the 
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Karatssa 
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resettlement surveys, ERC decided not to build any facilities on the North Plot.  Instead, based on consultations with 
the Egyptian General Petroleum Company (EGPC), an agreement was reached for ERC to lease land within the 
Mostorod Petroleum Complex from several Government/EGPC companies which would relocate their offices, 
warehouses and workshops to the North Plot pursuant to land leases from ERC which had originally purchased the 
land for the Project site. Moving all ERC activity to the South Plot ameliorated the earlier concern regarding the close 
proximity of residential apartments, small businesses and a school to Project operations in the North Plot.  This area is 
now a zone of secondary impact and will be addressed accordingly, e.g. residents will have access to ERC’s 
Community Development activities and programs, including access to ERC’s Grievance Mechanism. 

  1.2.2 Laydown Area:  No Significant Impact Requiring Resettlement 
The land ERC has leased for the EPC contractor for storage and fabrication of equipment is located on two plots west 
of the CORC facility, separated by a narrow agricultural strip belonging to a farming family.  The Laydown Area is 
sometimes used as an informal waste dump for primarily construction /demolition material rubble.  Informal waste 
collectors sporadically scavenge the area for re-usable waste. Several waste depots are located in neighbouring 
communities, although they do not obtain their waste from the Laydown Area.  The dealers who operate the depots 
employ “sorters” as salaried employees to organize the collected waste.  Residents in the nearby communities cross 
the site on a dirt path to access the main road and sometimes use the area to dump household and organic waste.  
When the site is cleared and fenced for use during the construction phase of the Project, a pathway will be 
maintained to cross the Laydown Area but informal waste collectors will not be able to access the site. 
 
Attempts to collect baseline data and to identify the impacts of ERC’s activities on the Laydown Area informal waste 
dealers were impeded by several constraints1, including: 

 Blocked vehicular access to the Laydown Area in November 2008, preventing trucks from dumping the waste 
sought by the informal collectors. The newly-appointed Chairperson of ESCO, the public company which 
leased the Laydown Area plots to ERC, had begun to enforce stricter security measures in observance of a 
ministerial decree which forbade the use of publicly-held property by unauthorized parties.  Informal waste 
collectors’ visits to the Laydown Area decreased substantially with the decline in collectable waste. 

 The mistrust and suspicion with which surveyors, particularly international researchers are viewed within the 
traditional communities of the Laydown Area. 

 The illegal nature of many of the waste-based activities2 caused the respondents to be fearful of responding 
to surveys or providing personal contact information.   

 It was deemed unsafe for the surveys to be undertaken at night, when most waste collection activities are 
undertaken. 

 Government officials were anxious about any surveys undertaken by international consultants within their 
zone of influence. 

 The May 2009 slaughter of pigs in response to the swine flu pandemic angered the numerous farmers who 
raised pigs in the area near the Laydown Area and heightened suspicions of any outside interference.   

 
To understand fully the waste-based use of the Laydown Area, ERC engaged CID Consulting, Egyptian social specialists 
in Cairo’s complex waste industry, to conduct additional studies.  CID deployed a team of surveyors with waste-based 
background, including one with established trading ties to Laydown Area depots, to elicit additional information and 
to verify previous statements. CID concluded that the informal waste collectors had not been negatively impacted by 
the blocked access to the site as they had drifted to other waste pooling sites, such as those located within 2 KM of 
the Laydown Area, which yielded equally collectable materials.  
 
ERC’s sixteen-month social impact investigative process at the Laydown Area consequently concluded that no 
significant impact on livelihoods would be caused by the use of the Laydown Area by the Project and that a 
resettlement action plan is therefore not required.  The results of the social investigations are detailed in full in “ERC’s 

                                                           
1
 Detailed in ERC’s Laydown Area Resettlement Assessment, 11 September 2009, pages 22-26. 

2
 Described in ERC’s Laydown Area Resettlement Assessment, 11 September 2009, Appendix 5.1. 
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Laydown Area Resettlement Assessment” (September 2009), which includes CID Consulting’ report.   
 

1.2.3 South Plots:  CORC Tenant Relocation 

The South Plot (within the CORC Refinery grounds) includes three CORC-owned residential buildings, 
accommodating 20 employees and their families (107 affected individuals/tenants) whose housing is furnished by 
CORC.  The CORC tenants’ apartments occupy 105,000 square meters contained within the boundary of the CORC 
plant. There are a total of 35 apartments in the three buildings; however, only 20 of these are occupied (one tenant 
retired in April 2008).  Based on consultations with CORC management and the current tenants, these families will 
be resettled in a new, improved apartment complex provided by ERC.  In the ESIA Volume 2, Chapter 11, ERC details 
the mitigation activities the Project will undertake to ensure the CORC tenant relocation complies with WBG/IFC 
standards.  Furthermore, this Abbreviated Resettlement Action Plan (Abbreviated RAP) has been prepared in 
accordance with the AfDB’s Involuntary Resettlement Policy.  
ERC’s decision to prepare an Abbreviated RAP rather than a full RAP was guided by the Involuntary Resettlement 
Policy of the AfDB with 107 individuals identified as being affected. ERC’s Abbreviated RAP documents the 
verification and implementation of the steps outlined below, including: 

 Verification of losses; 

 Further consultation; and 

 Agreements reached regarding the entitlements and relocation process. 

“ERC’s Abbreviated Resettlement Action Plan” details the resettlement effects of the Project and determines which 
specific groups in the Project area will face significant resettlement effects.  The Abbreviated RAP summarizes the 
results of the 2008-2009 social investigations which guided ERC to determine the appropriate mitigation actions to 
take in relocating the twenty CORC employees and their families (107 affected individuals/tenants).   

 

2 SOCIAL IMPACT SURVEYS OF CORC TENANTS 

The Project Affected People (PAPs) included in ERC’s Abbreviated RAP are CORC employees who reside in company-
provided housing.  CORC provides housing to a limited number of employees during their employment who: 

 Need to be available for work in case of emergencies; 

 Have moved from areas outside Cairo and require housing assistance; and/or 

 Merit an incentive, reward, or special benefit.  

CORC provides the housing at a heavily subsidized rate, which also includes electricity and water charges, and this 
arrangement will continue following the relocation.   

Initially CORC provided ERC with a list of 21 employees and their families who were residing in the apartment 
buildings.  The list included their names, apartment and ID numbers.  Twenty of the 21 employees completed and 
returned a basic household questionnaire (ESIA, Volume 2, Chapter 9).  Subsequently, it was determined that the 
absentee resident had retired and moved from his apartment. In total, 107 people will be physically displaced by 
ERC’s acquisition of the section of one of the South Plots on which the apartments are located.  Appendix 1.1 
summarizes the information provided by the 20 affected tenant families (107 affected individuals/tenants) regarding 
their households’ compositions and earnings. 

Table 2.1:  Summary of the CORC Tenants’ Social Impact Investigations 
 

Action Detail 
Preliminary Meetings These series of meetings (March-May 2008) disclosed information on ERC and how 

this would impact the tenants and explained the process of relocation and tenants 
rights. 

Completion of household questionnaires The household questionnaires were prepared by Synergy (May 2008) and 
distributed through CORC management. Tenants requested CORC management 
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assist them in questionnaire completion. This was reportedly done as a group and 
not on an individual basis. 

Verification of household questionnaires In order to comply with IFC and World Bank standards, the household 
questionnaires were verified with each household.  In May 2008 only 20 out of the 
21 employees had completed the questionnaires.  It was found on verification (June 
2008) that one employee had retired. The June 2008 verification is the cut-off date. 

Agreement of entitlements Agreement on entitlements and process was achieved by the end of May 2008 by 
Synergy. These were confirmed as broadly appropriate in a meeting between 
residents and an independent Resettlement Specialist, 14 June 2008. 

Consultation with tenant employees Consultations, initiated in May 2008 continued until November 2008 (the previously 
anticipated financial close date) with the tenant employees and their families about 
the best process and times for relocation.   

Establish Tenant Relocation Monitoring 
Group 

Formal institutional arrangements for implementing entitlements regarding the 
tenant relocation process will be planned when financial close date is known.  An 
informal assignment of Tenant representatives is, however, in place with proposal 
to formalize this at least three months before relocation. 

Consultations with Tenants to Provide 
Updates Regarding Relocation 

Due to the delay in the start of Project activities, the tenants need to be kept 
apprised of the Project timeline for relocation.  This is accomplished through 
individual consultations with CORC tenants at the ERC Community Relations Office 
(located in the present CORC tenants’ building) and through meetings with the 
tenants’ representative and CORC management. 

Establish Grievance Mechanism A specific Grievance Mechanism has been established specifically for the tenant 
relocation process and will be activated two months prior to relocation. 

Establish Monitoring System A monitoring system has been established to determine the extent to which the 
broadly appropriate standard of living of tenants has been restored and improved 
and that important issues raised by tenants have been addressed.  The system will 
be activated one month prior to relocation. 

 

2.1 CORC Tenant Relocation Survey Process 

  2.1.1 Preliminary Consultations with CORC Management 
During initial consultations between CORC and ERC management, the two companies agreed that ERC would replace 
any residential housing lost when ERC built its facility on CORC’s plots. Discussions included the relocation of the 
twenty employees and their families (107 affected individuals/tenants) who resided in the three buildings within the 
refinery complex to a nearby apartment building which would provide equal, if not better, conditions and amenities.  
Additionally, ERC obtained approval from CORC to begin the initial Social Impact Assessment surveys and 
consultations, according to IFC standards, with the tenants identified for relocation.  

  2.1.2 Socio-Economic Baseline Questionnaire and Results  
In May 2008, a household questionnaire was prepared and sent to each individual employee whom CORC had 
identified for relocation.  The complete questionnaire is located in the ESIA, Volume 2, Chapter 9. Appendix 1.1 
summarizes the information provided by the 20 affected tenant families (107 affected individuals/tenants) regarding 
their households’ compositions and earnings. 

Results of the surveys showed that: 

 Tenancy lengths range from 19 years to 8 months; 

 The majority pay a rent of 50 EGP per month, apart from 3 who pay 35 EGP per month; 

 Rent includes electricity and water charges; 

 Current apartments are reported to be ‘spacious’; 

 All apartments include a kitchen, and range in size from 2 to 4 bedrooms, 1 to 2 living/dining areas, 1 to 2 
bathrooms, and 4 small balconies;  

 Energy sources include grid electricity and gas canisters; 

 Most reported no problems with energy sources; however, one responded that it was difficult to get gas 
canisters; 
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 Most reported no problems with water; however, one reported that water was often not available during 
the day; 

 Twelve out of 20 employees report various health problems in the family; 

 Six employees reported that they own a car; 

 Fifteen reported that the company allocates a car for transportation. Some specified that this was for 
transportation to schools for the children and to the market; 

 Six reported they had internet access at home; 

 All respondents reported having a phone line at home;  

 Ten reported having a satellite dish; and 

 The average monthly salary is LE 2045, well above the salary of other South Plot communities where 60% of 
the community members earn less than LE 250/month. 

Indicators such as socio demographics, education, employment, income, tenure, housing conditions and expenditure 
used to measure vulnerability verify that the CORC tenants, when compared to the residents of Ezbet Atef and Arab 
El Hessn (communities near ERC’s South Plot), are among the least vulnerable of the Project communities.  The 
results of the socio-economic baseline surveys (May-June 2008) are detailed in the ESIA, Volume 2, Chapter 9.  

The initial findings from the pre-location inventory, which will be verified by ERC Community Relations Team (CRT) 
before the actual relocation, indicate that the general assets owned by each of the twenty affected households (107 

affected individuals/tenants) include the following items:  

 Dining room table and 4-6 chairs; 

 Living room furniture: couch, two chairs, one or two small tables, a lamp, and TV; 

 Kitchen appliances:  stove, refrigerator and in some cases a washing machine; and 

 Bedroom furniture: bed and bedside table, chair and lamp 

The estimated global value per apartment for the household goods is between LE 50,000 and 60,000 (US$ 9196 - 
$11,035 at the current 5.4371 exchange rate.) 
 
While ERC respects the input from the CORC tenants, certain pieces of information provided by the tenants, i.e., 
apartment size and space configuration, appear unlikely. Data regarding pre-move assets provided on the initial 
questionnaires, as well as in subsequent consultations, will be verified at the time of the move when the ERC CRT will 
have access to the tenants’ apartments.  At the time of the move, ERC CRT will confirm the pre- and post-relocation 
inventory of assets, including apartment size specifications.  CORC tenants will be asked to sign off on the agreed 
assets. 

3. CONSULTATIONS WITH CORC TENANTS 

3.1 Options for Apartment Replacement 

In determining what options were available to the CORC tenants scheduled for relocation to other CORC furnished 
accommodations, several options were considered including: 

 Building a new apartment complex; 

 Renting separate apartments in various areas around the CORC Refinery; and 

 Purchasing apartments within an apartment complex. 
Purchasing apartments in an existing building was determined to be the best alternative by both CORC and ERC 
management.  Typically, Egyptian government employees reside in a block of apartments located within one building 
in order to facilitate maintenance, transportation and communications. When ERC located apartments which were in 
the process of being built and proposed to purchase these apartments, CORC management thought this was the 
most favorable option.  As the apartments are CORC-furnished housing, decisions regarding the standard and 
location of accommodation rest with CORC management.  Selected employees are able to take up on the company’s 
offer of renting these apartments or to provide their own housing at personal cost. 
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The new apartments, for which ERC holds title, are in a much better area than the current apartments inside the 
refinery grounds and are closer to public services and shops.  The apartment building has two elevators to assist 
those tenants with physical limitations who currently must climb stairs to reach their apartments.  

3.2 Negotiation Consultations 

The first meeting between ERC’s resettlement specialists and CORC tenant employees to discuss the move from the 
apartments was held on 8th May 2008. The meeting was planned as an initial scoping exercise among ERC 
representatives, the ERC resettlement consultants, CORC management and a small number of employees to initiate 
a better understanding of issues surrounding the resettlement of the 20 employees and their families (107 affected 
individuals/tenants).  A dozen employees were present at the meeting, as well as some members of CORC 
management. Initial concerns included questions regarding the quality of the replacement apartments, location, 
timing of the move, and the consultation process. 

Although no unwillingness to move was displayed, employees expressed concern that their lives would be negatively 
affected by the relocation.  Tenants were also reticent to participate in additional individual surveys and requested 
to be consulted as a group. 

A follow up meeting was held on the 20th May 2008.  The group of eleven submitted 16 completed household 
questionnaires and participated in further lengthy discussion regarding the move.  The attendees’ comments 
included: 

 They were pleased with the location of the new apartments and had no problems with it as long as they 
would be provided with a company shuttle service; 

 The best time for moving was during the summer when school was in recess and not during Ramadan; 

 Transferring children from Cairo governorate schools to Qalyoubia governorate schools was an issue which 
would require time to complete the transfer paperwork; 

 They preferred to arrange their moves individually;  

 A move normally takes 2 weeks due to tenants’ being busy and having to work in different shifts as well as 
doing the packing themselves with their families.  They requested, therefore, two-weeks’ notice to complete 
the process;  

 The packing process involves buying cardboard boxes from nearby markets to pack their belongings. They 
would then hire people to help carry the boxes and furniture as well as hire a truck for transport.   

 The transfer of satellite dishes would require hiring a specialist to disconnect and reconnect the satellite dish 
in the new place. They would also need to call the electricity and phone company to transfer accounts and 
meters from one address to another.   

 In their apartments they have the possibility of 2 phone lines: an internal company line and an external 
private line that they set up themselves; 

 Eight out of the 21 employees have their own car and they currently have parking spaces in their building 
(Note: only 6 employees reported having their own car in the questionnaires); and 

 They requested that the new flats have the required plumbing for their washing machines. 

Several employees pointed out concerns about being placed on high floors due to health problems (e.g. one 
employee talked of having a heart condition3). CORC management interjected that the decision of who gets which 
floor was a decision CORC would make.  However, efforts would be made to place the employee with the heart 
problem in an apartment near the elevator. The other health concerns mentioned in the questionnaire were 
determined to be minor and not requiring special attention during the relocation process. 

During informal follow-up discussions after the meeting, some employees discussed the possibility of arranging a 
group moving process whereby several employees would transfer the packing material and pay for this transfer 
collectively. 
 

                                                           

3
 The heart condition of this tenant cannot be confirmed as it is not recorded in the CORC health records. 
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At the 20 May 2008 meeting, CORC tenants cited the following advantages to their current residences: 

 Spacious; 

 Close proximity to work; 

 Apartments cooled by wind ventilation; 

 CORC-provided security; 

 Presence of a mosque; 

 Private Parking; 

 Quiet area; 

 Good value (heavily subsidized rent); and 

 CORC-provided transport to schools and 
markets. 

Disadvantages were listed as: 

 Too little space (one respondent); 

 Lack of transport to essential services; 

 Considerable distance from shops, markets 
and services; and 

 General state of disrepair of the apartments 
 

    

Current CORC Apartment Building                                                                                        New Apartment Building under Construction 

Follow-up consultations were conducted in June 2008 by the SIA Team Leader and Resettlement Specialist.  By 17 
June 2008, ERC had clarified aspects regarding the relocation with many tenants’ concerns apparently alleviated and 
relationship building established.  Information ERC provided included: 

 Affirmation that CORC would continue to provide a shuttle service to transport tenant employees to and 
from work daily; 

 ERC would honor the affected tenants’ request to allow families to relocate during the summer recess and 
not to schedule any moves during Ramadan, unless specifically requested by the tenant; 

 ERC’s CRT would assist in completing the necessary paperwork involved in transferring students from Cairo 
governorate schools to Qalyoubia governorate schools in order to ensure transfer was complete before the 
school term began; 

 Moves would take place over a period of weeks and could be scheduled by tenants at their convenience. 
Tenants would be provided at least two weeks’ notice prior to the beginning of relocation. 

 ERC would arrange for a transport company to pack, move, unpack and assemble belongings in the new 
apartments. Additionally, ERC would provide for the transfer of satellite dishes and phone lines and assist in 
the transfer of utilities to the new address. 

Questions regarding specifics of the move, such as the dates of the move, remained.  These issues were addressed in 
a relocation update consultation meeting on 18 November 2008 when the ERC Community Relations Manager 
agreed to provide contact details and confirmed schedule updates.  During this meeting an update of ERC Project 
progress as well as apartment construction was given.  Tenants were assured that the new apartments had the 
required plumbing for washing machines. Health and Safety issues of moving before the whole apartment block was 
completed (with working elevators) were discussed as well.  

In order to keep tenants apprised of the revised Project timeline while waiting for financial close, ERC’s CRM and 
GRM, along with the CLOs, continue to update tenants.  ERC has established a Community Relations Office on the 
ground floor of one of the current CORC apartment buildings through which new information is constantly 
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disseminated and tenants’ questions and concerns addressed.  Additionally, frequent meetings with the CORC 
tenants’ representative and CORC management, recorded in ERC’s Consultation Database, provide opportunities to 
keep all stakeholders involved in the relocation informed of updates.  To date, no tenant has lodged a complaint or 
voiced opposition to the move. 

Consultation with the tenant employees and their families is ongoing prior to financial close in order to: 

1.  Set up the Tenant Relocation Monitoring Group; 

2.  Inform them of their entitlements and verify any losses; 

3.  Update the details of move, schedules and grievances procedures; and 

4.  Discuss monitoring procedures. 

3.3 Relocation Significance and Impact Risks 

Based on the consultations with tenants, ERC charted the significance of the identified impact risks.  The significance 
rating of many of the resettlement impacts are dependent on the perception of tenants as to the relative impact of 
their quality of life, e.g., apartment size, apartment quality, ventilation.           

ERC’s ranking of risks/opportunities is based on the initial assessment of the likelihood of impact on factors such as 
livelihoods, duration and reversability of impact, number of people affected.4 

Key to Relocation Significance Rating 

 High Positive Opportunity 
 Medium Positive Opportunity 
 Low Positive Opportunity 
 Low Negative Risk 
 Medium Negative Risk 
 High Negative Risk 

Relocation Significance and Impact Risks   

Source of 
Impact 

Description of Impact 
Existing 
Management 
Measures 

Impact Nature and 
Significance 

Additional 
Management Measures 

Impact Significance 
after Mitigation 

Apartment 
size

5
 

If a tenant is placed in a 
smaller apartment, it may 
reduce well-being, 
particularly for larger 
families 

CORC specified the 
size of the 
apartments which 
are as large, if not 
larger, than the 
current apartments.  

 
Low positive impact 
due to smaller 
apartment sizes, 
dependent on final 
design and tenant 
perceptions 

Work with CORC 
management to assign  
tenants apartments 
with as near as possible 
size to their existing 
apartments 
 

Low positive 
impact if tenants 
are satisfied with 
new apartment 
size. 

Timing of 
relocation 

Disruption to livelihoods 
during relocation, 
particularly if relocation 
occurs during Ramadan or 
school terms, or if poor 
scheduling requires 
temporary accommodation 

None 

Low negative impact 
if during inconvenient 
times or relocation 
over extended period 
 

Ensure timing of 
relocation does not 
occur during Ramadan 
or school terms; Ensure 
scheduling of site 
clearance and 
completion of new 
apartments avoid 
requirement for 
temporary 
accommodation; 
CORC to provide tenant 
employees with time off 
to relocate 

Low negative 
impact if timing 
optimised 

Medium negative 
impact if temporary 
accommodation 
required for longer 
period 

Location of Tenants with health Selected Medium negative Ensure the lifts are Low negative to 

                                                           

4
 A comprehensive explanation of the rating methodology is found in ERC’s ESIA, Volume 2, Chapter 11. 

5
 At the time data for the ESIA was collected, it was thought that the new apartments were possibly smaller than the current apartments; after 
apartments had actually been framed, the size of the new apartments was determined to be as large as or larger than the current 
apartments. 
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Source of 
Impact 

Description of Impact 
Existing 
Management 
Measures 

Impact Nature and 
Significance 

Additional 
Management Measures 

Impact Significance 
after Mitigation 

new 
apartments 

problems may have 
difficulty accessing their 
upper floor apartments 
when lifts do not function; 
however currently residents 
must climb stairs to their old 
apartments. 

apartments are 
currently on upper 
floors, considerably 
higher than some of 
the existing 
apartments 

impact if tenants with 
health problems are 
located on upper 
floors 

working and well 
maintained.  
 

neutral impact if 
tenants with health 
problems are 
provided suitably 
located apartments 
and/or lifts 

Tenancy 
agreements 

Relocation may result in 
changes to the tenancy 
terms between CORC and 
tenant employees, and 
could result in increased 
costs for rent and rates, 
reduced tenant rights and 
possible loss of tenancy. 

CORC has confirmed 
that they intend to 
continue the 
current terms of the 
tenancy agreement 

Low negative to 
neutral impact if 
terms of the tenancy 
agreement are 
maintained. 

Work with CORC 
management to ensure 
terms of tenancy are 
maintained. 

Low negative to 
neutral impact if 
terms of tenancy 
are significantly 
improved 

Quality of 
apartments 

Higher quality apartments 
have the potential to 
improve standards of living 

Tenants will be 
housed in modern, 
new apartments;  
existing apartments 
are old and poorly 
maintained 

Low positive impact if 
quality of new 
apartments is not 
guaranteed 

Ensure that finishing of 
apartments is 
conducted to a high 
standard 

Medium positive 
impact if 
apartments are 
significantly 
improved 

Ventilation 
of 
apartments 

Apartments on upper floors 
facing east into prevailing 
winds will provide improved 
coolness and air quality 

Selected 
apartments are on 
upper floors, 
considerably higher 
than existing 
apartments 

Low positive impact  None 
Low positive 
impact  

Access to 
shops, 
services and 
transport 
routes 

Tenants’ access to shops, 
services and transport 
routes could improve 
livelihoods of families 

Selected 
apartments are 
closer to shops, 
services and 
transport routes 
than existing 
apartments 

Medium positive 
impact 

None 
Medium positive 
impact 

Proximity to 
Refinery 

Apartments’ proximity to 
the refinery will affect 
health and safety risks, i.e., 
air borne emissions, noise.  
Current apartments are 
located within the refinery. 

Apartments are 
significantly farther 
away from the 
health and safety 
risks associated with 
the refinery. 

Medium positive 
impact 

None 
Medium positive 
impact 

 

4 COMPENSATION 

4.1 Description of Replacement Apartments 

ERC has agreed with CORC to replace the residential housing with apartments 2.5 km to the South of the proposed 
ERC facility. The new apartments and the building in which they will be situated are still under construction.  The 
building is estimated to be finished by early 2010 although the apartments purchased by ERC will not be fitted out 
until shortly after financial close.  Tenants suggested in November 2008 that to minimize disruption to children, the 
move should be scheduled during school summer holidays, June – September. ERC holds the title to the apartments.  
Under a Usufruct Agreement, the lease arrangement will allow EGPC/CORC and its companies to use the apartments 
for 25 years.  

At CORC management’s request, the total replacement floor space has been sub-divided into 40 replacement 
apartments.  These will be grouped together and situated on the 9th, 10th and 11th floors of the building, facing east 
into the prevailing wind to provide cooling breezes.  Apartments range in size from 110m2 to 130m2 with either 2 or 

Unpaved path 

across area 
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3 bedrooms, and each will have a living/dining area, kitchen and bathroom6.  The building itself will have two 
elevators; the ground floor will house a shopping mall and the lower ground floor will comprise parking spaces. 

Apartments are allocated parking space on demand and at a price.  CORC management has indicated that the tenant 
employees and their families (107 affected individuals/tenants) will have the same company car service to schools 
and to work. Access to markets is significantly improved by this relocation as the apartment building is located in an 
area with many shops, bus and taxi stops, with convenient access to a major thoroughfare. 
 
Figure 2:  Location of Replacement Housing 
 

 

4.2 Entitlements  
ERC is committed to providing the following to CORC and the twenty CORC employees (107 affected 
individuals/tenants) scheduled for relocation: 

 Compensation for Loss of Structure:  40 new apartments which are as large or larger as the current 
apartments in a newly-constructed building 2.5 KM from the CORC facility will be provided to CORC to 
replace apartment buildings scheduled for demolition by ERC. (CORC management requested the additional 
apartments for future use.) 

 Compensation for Loss of Subsidized Rental Accommodation:  In addition to the new apartments, ERC will 
compensate individual affected tenants for all costs involved in the moving process and provide special 
assistance to facilitate the move of tenants with special needs; 

 Compensation for Loss of Assets Incurred as a Result of the Relocation Process:  ERC will replace any 
household items broken, lost or damaged as a result of the relocation.  Additionally, ERC will facilitate the 
tenants’ application to secure a paid parking space if they wish. 

 
ERC will not compensate for loss of income as no loss is anticipated.   ERC will also not compensate for loss of assets 
within each current apartment as no assets have been identified.  The affected tenants have not made 
improvements in their current apartments which cannot be transferred to the new apartments. 
 
Table 4.2:  Entitlements 

Entitlement  Comment 
Compensation for Loss of 
Income 

No loss of Income will be incurred.  The relocation does not affect the employees’ 
contracts with CORC.  The proximity of the new apartments and their improved access to 
transport routes should not, in theory, negatively affect the livelihoods of other 
household members.   The new apartments are closer to major transport routes, so 
access is likely to be improved, not worsened.   

Compensation for Loss of 
Structures 

ERC is purchasing 40 apartments in a new building (described above) to replace the CORC 
apartments which will be demolished during ERC facility construction.   

                                                           
6
 At the time the ESIA was written, it was believed that the apartments could possibly be smaller than the current apartments.  However, now 
that the apartments have been built, the measured size is as large as or larger than the current apartments. 
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Entitlement  Comment 
Compensation for Loss of 
Subsidized Rental 
Accommodation 

The 20 families will be provided new apartments (described above).  Their lease will run 
the duration of their employment with CORC.  Upon retirement, they will vacate the 
apartment as they would have been required in the old arrangement.   Further 
compensation will be provided for the following costs:  

1.  Packing Materials 

2.  Moving/ Transport to new apartment, which includes dismantling, packing, 
loading, unloading, and reassembling. 

3.  Relocating satellite dishes 

4.  Administrative costs of enrolling children into new governorate school 

5.  Reconnecting an existing external private phone line in the new apartments. 

 ERC’s Community Relations Team (specifically under the direction of one of the 
Community Liaison Officers who is a doctor) will provide assistance to the 12 tenant 
households that stated in the questionnaire that due to health issues they require special 
assistance during the moving process.  These individual households will need further 
specific consultation to verify the types of special assistance required. 

No Loss of Assets To date, no loss of assets has been identified.  No tenant has claimed to have improved 
the current apartments at the tenant’s expense which cannot be moved to the new 
apartments. 
If during the move, household items are damaged or lost, ERC will compensate the 
tenants. 

Loss of Parking Space Currently, the tenants are not guaranteed free parking, but space is usually available as 
the buildings in which they live are not at full occupancy.  Guaranteed parking is available 
at the new apartments for a fee.  Free parking is available on the streets in front of and 
behind the building. 

 

5 SCHEDULE FOR THE RELOCATION 

ERC will be directly responsible for the implementation of the Abbreviated RAP.  The implementation will be 
accomplished through: 

 Close coordination with CORC Management, specifically the Human Resources Assistant, to ensure the new 
apartments meet the agreed standards established between ERC and CORC and that the relocation process 
is implemented smoothly and in a timely manner; 

 The daily activities of ERC’s Community Relations Team which includes Community Liaison Officers from the 
Project area who are in continuous contact with the CORC tenants scheduled for relocation; and  

 Regular Meetings with the Tenant Relocation Monitoring Group (TRMG) which will ensure the tenants have 
representation throughout the relocation process. 

5.1 Tenant Relocation Monitoring Group (TRMG) 
In order to meet good international practice and to ensure stakeholder direct involvement, a Tenant Relocation 
Monitoring Group will be set up to oversee the relocation process.  The Tenant Relocation Monitoring Group will: 

 Be comprised of 1 ERC representative, 1 CORC management representative and 2-4 tenant employee 
representatives and at least one non-employee family member (preferably female).  If a female is not 
elected to the TRMG, ERC’s female CLO will meet with the female tenants slotted for relocation to ensure 
their needs are addressed. The tenant representatives should be elected by all employees designated to 
relocate; 

 The tenant representatives should be elected by all employees designated to relocate; 

 Monitor completion and finishing of the replacement apartments; 

 Monitor a satisfactory relocation process; 

 Collaborate with ERC’s CRT to oversee the grievance monitoring process. 
The Tenant Relocation Monitoring Group will meet at least once every 2 weeks over the period of the relocation 
process and once a month thereafter for a period of up to 6 months after the tenants have been relocated to the 
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new apartments or until such point as the tenants’ standard of living is agreed to have been restored. They should 
provide regular communication updates with any concerned tenants.  Minutes of every Working Group meeting 
should be sent out to the 20 employees and families. 
 
During the 20th May 2008 consultation meeting, certain CORC tenant employees requested a direct line of contact 
with ERC.  CORC management, however, told ERC that they do not want ERC to consult directly with their employees 
without a CORC management presence.  ERC resolved these issues in June 2008 with the tenant employees and 
CORC management. Due to these particular circumstances a specific Grievance Mechanism has been established 
specifically for the tenant relocation process.  The Grievance Mechanisms for the tenant relocation process will be 
handled by ERC’s Community Relations Team in consultation with the Tenant Relocation Monitoring Group.   
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5.2 Schedule for the Relocation 
Financial Close for the ERC Project is tentatively set for March– April 2010.  The following schedule will need to be adjusted if Project start up is delayed. 

Actions Responsible Party 
 

Sept 
09 

Oct 
09 

Nov  
09 

Dec 
09 

Jan 
10 

Feb 
10 

Mar 
10 

Apr 
10 

May 
10 

June 
10 

Jul 
10 

Aug 
10 

Sep 
10 

Oct 
10 

Project Financial Close (Projected) 
ERC  

           
  

Consultation with tenant employees regarding updates of Tenant Relocation 
plan and schedule 

ERC’s CRM, GRM and CLOs  
           

  

Agreement of entitlements (May 2009 – Sept 2009) CORC and ERC Management; tenants               

Establish Tenant Relocation Monitoring Group (Ongoing until 6 months after 
relocation) 

ERC CRT in consultation with tenants  
           

  

Establish Tenant Relocation/Resettlement Grievance Mechanism 
ERC C/CSR Manager  

           
  

Disclosure/Activation of Tenant Relocation/Resettlement Grievance 
Mechanism 

CRT  
           

  

Establish Tenant Relocation/Resettlement Monitoring indicators and processes 
ERC C/CSR Manager  

           
  

Completion of Apartments 
CRM and GRM along with TRMG will confirm 
completion 

 
           

  

Schedule Move and Notify Tenants of Move Date CORC HR Assist., CRT with TRMG               

Identify moving company to assist in move CORC HR Assist, CRT  with TRMG               

Assist Tenants in Enrolling Children in Qalyoubia Governorate Schools CORC HR Assist, CRT  with TRMG               

Make arrangements to move satellite dishes, telephone lines CORC HR Assist, CRT  with TRMG               

Provide boxes for shipping or arrange for boxes through moving company CORC HR Assist, CRT  with TRMG               

Payment of relocation costs  CRT and ERC Finance Manager               

Relocation of the tenants CORC HR Assist, CRT with TRMG               

Ongoing Grievance Monitoring of Relocation CRT  with TRMG               

Formal monitoring and evaluation reports (bi-annually for a year after 
relocation) 

C/CSR and CRT  
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5.3  ERC’S GRIEVANCE MECHANISM 
While IFC standards initially guided ERC’s relocation studies, ERC also adheres to AfDB guidelines which dictate 
the establishment of a grievance mechanism.  ERC has established a Grievance Mechanism which can be used 
by community members who feel impacts have not been properly addressed / mitigated. A specific Grievance 
Form, tailored to the requirements of the relocation, has been established for the CORC tenants (107 affected 
individuals/tenants) designated for resettlement. In order to make the Grievance Mechanism more accessible 
to these tenants, ERC has established a Community Relations Center on the ground floor of a CORC tenants’ 
building currently occupied.  The CORC Tenant Grievance Form will be used to record all grievances which will 
then be entered into the Consultation Database. 

The Grievance Mechanism, presented in detail in ESIA Vol. 3, includes:  

 ERC’s institutional arrangements; 

 Procedures for recording and processing grievances; 

 Mechanisms for adjudicating grievances and appealing judgments; and 

 A schedule, with deadlines, for all steps in the grievance redresses process. 

ERC is working actively to prevent grievances through managing the relocation process efficiently and through 
pre-emptive community liaison activities designed to anticipate and address potential issues before they 
become grievances.  However, ERC’s Grievance Mechanism is the process by which tenants involved in the 
relocation can bring their comments, concerns and grievances to the CLOs and the ERC management team.  

The Community Grievance Mechanism will be posted on the ERC Website (www.ercegypt.com) 60 days prior 
to financial close.  The CORC Grievance Mechanism will be available through the Community Relations Office 
60 days prior to the first scheduled move.  Explanations of the process to community members will be led by 
CLOs guided by the full time Community Relations Manager.  Discussions will be further facilitated by the CORC 
Tenant Relocation Monitoring Group. 

5.4 Monitoring Indicators  
A monitoring system has been established to determine the extent to which the livelihoods of tenants (107 
affected individuals/tenants) have been restored and improved and that important issues raised by tenants 
have been addressed. ERC’s Community Relations Team will be responsible for implementing the monitoring 
plan.  The monitoring process will include ongoing formal and informal monitoring through the consultation 
process and collaboration with the Tenant Relocation Monitoring Group and formal monitoring assessment six 
months after the relocation process is complete.  

Table 5.4:   Proposed Indicators for Monitoring CORC Tenant Relocation Activities 
 

Relocation Activities for 20 CORC Families (107 affected individuals/tenants) 

1. Frequency of meetings of the Tenant Relocation Monitoring Group 

1.2. Topics of the Tenant Relocation Monitoring Group meetings 

2.3. Signed agreements of entitlements from each CORC relocated family 

3.4. Apartment assignment & date of resettlement of each family 

4.5. Reimbursement of family’s relocation expenses, i.e., timeliness, documentation 

5.6. Direct Payment for relocation costs, i.e. moving vans, satellite installation 

6.7. Specific topics of resettlement consultations 

7.8. Level of participation in the consultation process, including vulnerable persons 

8.9. Comments received at consultation about the resettlement process and by whom 

9.10. Any comments received on resettlement events, positive or negative 

10.11. Number and type of community visits/consultations among CORC families by CRM/CLOs. 

11.12. Types of resettlement grievances, level of complaints, responses and related indicators 

12.13. Completion of Move signoff from each relocated family 
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Relocation Activities for 20 CORC Families (107 affected individuals/tenants) 

13.14. Frequency and type of follow up consultations with tenants after relocation completed. 

Disclosures and Information Dissemination 

14.15. Types of Consultations, i.e. individual, group 

15.16. Frequency of information disclosures 

16.17. Location of disclosures (CORC offices, Community Committee meeting rooms, Community 
Development office or site notice boards, website, etc)? 

17.18. Positive or negative comments received on disclosure materials 

Other/General 

18.19. Number of visitors to CDO and/or website 

19.20. Implementation organization: staff and system changes  

 

The indicators of the CORC Tenant Relocation Activities will be modified and utilized according to specific 

requirements before and throughout construction and into operations as required. Additional indicators will 

also be developed as necessary. ERC will keep and assess monitoring data regularly according to timings 

specified in the Environmental and Social Management Plan.  Consultation monitoring is to be undertaken 

internally, is continuous and will primarily be the responsibility of the CR Team.  Results of the Monitoring 

Process will be shared with CORC Management.  Monitoring data of consultations is formally collated and 

included in quarterly reports.  
 

6 BUDGET  

ERC has made provisions with CORC to cover all costs incurred during the relocation.  The following table 
provides estimated costs. 
 

Cost of Replacing Structures US $ Cost 

Purchase of  apartments in new  building 
(including finishing the apartments) 

$2,200,000 

Costs Related to Tenant Relocation 

Packing Materials 
Movers 
Transport to new apartment 
Repairs/replacements due to move damage 

LE 4000 /apartment or 
LE 80,000 plus LE 
21,000 for repairs 
(TOTAL: $18,100). 

Relocating satellite dishes $800 

Administrative costs of enrolling children into 
new governorate school 
 

$360 

Reconnecting an existing external private phone 
line in the new apartments. 

$1500 

Special Assistance During the Relocation Process 

Assistance to the 12 tenant households that 
stated in the questionnaire that due to health 
issues, they require special assistance during the 
moving process.   

$2000 
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Appendix 1.1:  Census Information on the CORC Tenants - 21 Project Affected Households (Source: CORC Tenants 
May 2008) 

 

 
Apartment 

number 
ID 

number 

Number of 
family 

members in 
each 

household 

Monthly 
Income in 

LE 

1 Build.1 –Apt.3 1050 6 2597.72 

2 Build.1 –Apt.5 1113 5 2601.44 

3 Build.3 –Apt.8 1630 6 2122.32 

4 Build.1 –Apt.9 756 6 2142.78 

5 Build.2 –Apt.5 651 6 2449.44 

6 Build.3 –Apt.7 1653 4 1110.20 

7 Build.3 –Apt.3 2674 5 883.24 

8 Build.3 –Apt.9 2083 4 1618.62 

9 Build.1 –Apt.8 416 4 3072.24 

10 Build.3 –Apt.10 1628 6 1190.62 

11 Build.3 –Apt.4 2341 4 1252.72 

12 Build.2 –Apt.3 334 8 3057.88 

13 Build.2 –Apt.8 1854 6 2019.56 

14 Build.3 –Apt.1B 1021 5 2412.78 

15 Build.2 –Apt.4 528 5 2758.58 

16 Build.3 –Apt.6 2231 5 1451.72 

17 Build.3 –Apt.1A 1811 4 1956.32 

18 Build.1 –Apt.4 182 1 2412.78 

19 Build.1 –Apt.10 1904 5 1668.26 

20 Build.2 –Apt.2B 1248 8 2112.78 

21 Build.2 –Apt.7 1120 4 2962.56 

 


